ASSOCIATION OF PRACTICAL NURSE EDUCATORS OF FLORIDA
2016 BUSSINESS MEETING AND FALL WORKSHOP
CONFERENCE EVALUATION RESULTS
Are you interested in speaking or presenting at this conference?
      Only two people responded yes to this request their name and topic
Are you willing to be a speaker or a facilitator for a round table discussion
     Only two educators responded yes and placed their name and contact information
Should we continue to have the conference at the Embassy Suites in Altamonte Springs?
      The majority responded yes, this is a central location for most of the state.  Many of the
concerns voiced 2015 were corrected ( WiFi in rooms and conference room, carpet cleaned). A
few from further north wanted it moved north, but we have to consider the Keys.  Many asked
about Disney, well the conference is within a 20-30 minute drive to Disney and other theme
parks.
Would you prefer a hot   50   or cold  15 ,  Either  6
     I will ask the cater to accommodate the Veggie Option , Diabetic option and those who do
not want Pasta .
Would you like to serve on the executive board and in what capacity.
   Majority responded NO
Do you feel that this conference was informative and useful as a practical nurse educator?
-

Overwhelming YES

How would you like to see this survey administered in the future?
     Many said Survey Monkey , at the mid year meeting we discussed the possibility and will see
if this can be done for the 2017 conference.
Additional Comments:   Rectangular table set up… I spoke with the set up staff and we will try
class room style with tables.  This will put people further back and we will try for speakers half
way to help with hearing speakers
More handouts: There were sufficient handouts because when the conference was over many
were left on the tables.  It is also hard to predict when more than half of participants do not
pre- register.
Additional Vendors: We sent out for at least 6 this year and so far the  response has been
sparse.

